
 

Chapter 4 

Robust Control of Atomic Force Microscopy1 

The atomic force microscope (AFM) is an instrument used for acquiring images 
at nanometer scale. Obtaining better image quality at higher scan speed is a research 
area of great interest in the control of an AFM. Improving the dynamic response  
of the scanning probe in the vertical direction and the dynamic response of the 
scanning motion in the lateral plane are the two major areas of application of 
advanced control methods to an AFM. The uncertainties inherent in the models of 
AFM vertical and lateral direction motion stages dictates the application of robust 
control methods. In this chapter, robust control methods are applied to AFM, 
treating first the vertical direction and then the lateral plane. 

4.1. Introduction 

Improvement in the AFM stage dynamics is achieved either by designing stages 
with higher bandwidth or by designing more sophisticated controllers rather than  
in the PI, PID, or PIID types of controllers that are most commonly used in practice. 
A robust repetitive controller is used for the vertical direction as it can reject higher 
frequency disturbances due to the periodic part of the surface topography in AFM 
much better than a conventional controller. Besides increasing the scan speed, it is 
also important that the phase lag can be compensated using repetitive control, with 
the knowledge of the surface topography from the previous period by introducing 
appropriate phase advance into the controller. Next, a multi-input–multi-output 
(MIMO) extension of the disturbance observer control method is applied to the 
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lateral plane of scanning motion in a piezoelectric tube-based atomic force 
microscope (AFM). Calibration free and decoupled operation of the AFM is 
achieved with this technique. The technique is also robust to creep and hysteresis 
effects that are common in piezoelectric actuators. Both the repetitive and the 
MIMO disturbance observer controllers are designed using the control of mechatronic 
systems toolbox (COMES). 

4.2. Repetitive control of the vertical direction motion 

The AFM invented by Binnig et al. [BIN 86] is used for acquiring surface 
topography at the precision of nanometers. The selective features of AFM such as 
the ability of fast and easy sample preparation, air, liquid, and vacuum environments 
of operation, relatively lower costs, and so on make it an imaging technique of 
strong preference. Hence, improving the performance of AFM scanning has been  
an active area of research. The performance of an AFM can be described in terms  
of its scanning speed and image quality, which are inversely proportional to each 
other. The two major limitations imposed on scanning speed without violating  
the image quality and stability are the transient response of the cantilever probe and 
the mechanical bandwidth of the mechanisms used on the vertical axis “z”, which 
are mostly made of piezoelectric actuators. These are followed by the general 
limitations of the feedback loop such as time delays, sampling rate in the case of 
digital control, sensor noise, RMS conversion rate, and so on. More information on 
AFM dynamics and control is given in [GAR 02] and [ABR 07]. Figure 4.1 shows a 
basic presentation of an AFM setup. 

The transient response of the probe is quantified by the quality factor (Q) of the 
cantilever beam [SUL 02]. High Q values cause slow response of the probe to 
surface topographic changes and even instability in dynamic, amplitude modulated 
(AM) AFM, e.g. tapping mode. An active Q control to improve the response time is 
also proposed in [SUL 02]. An adaptive Q control (AQC) depending on the surface 
properties is proposed in [GUN 07], whereas a full state feedback control method 
affecting both Q and the resonant frequency of the vibrating probe is presented in 
[ORU 09]. 

It is very common among physicists to use a PI, PID, PII, or a PIID controller for 
the vertical motion of the scanner on z-direction [ABR 07]. Obviously, a simple PI 
controller cannot improve the bandwidth to perform good surface tracking at high 
frequencies. Adding a derivative term seems to be a good idea at first, but this is 
avoided because the measurement of the probe’s deflection is noisy. However,  
the bandwidth of the scanner’s vertical motion in the z-direction can be improved  
by using a more sophisticated mechanical design [SCH 07] or by implementing  
more advanced control techniques. Such an advanced controller is implemented in 
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[SCH 01] utilizing H∞ control theory. Advanced robust controllers can handle the 
inevitable nonlinearities and system uncertainties as well. 

When the continuity of the scanned surface is considered, it is reasonable to 
assume that the successive lines of the scan are similar. This motivates researchers 
to make use of past scanning information for improving the performance of the  
scan on following scan lines. The combination of feedforward and H∞ controller is 
used in [SCH 04] for this purpose. Other feedforward, learning- and observer- 
based controllers are proposed in [SCH 04], [LI 08], [FUJ 08], and [SAL 05] for  
the periodic motions of the scanner. A brief discussion about the combination of 
feedback and feedforward controllers is presented in [PAO 07]. 

 

Figure 4.1. Basic AFM setup: the probe is excited by a piezoelectric element using a 
sinusoidal wave form. The probe’s deflection is measured by sensing the displacement of the 

laser beam reflected from the tip onto a photo sensor diode. The sample to be scanned is 
placed on a piezotube. The upper quarter part of the piezotube is used for the raster scan 

motion in the x–y plane and the lower single part is used for the vertical motion in z 

Having the same reasonable assumption made for the feedforward controllers, 
this paper focuses on the repetitive control technique which is a powerful way  
of tracking or rejecting periodic signals [AKS 06]. The organization of the rest of 
the section is as follows. In section 4.2.1, a tapping mode AFM system scheme is 
introduced along with a description of the experimental AFM hardware being used. 
Repetitive control basics and mapping the design specifications into parameter space 
are explained in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, respectively. The repetitive control features 
of the COMES are outlined in section 4.2.4. In section 4.2.5, a parameter space-
based robust repetitive controller is designed using the COMES toolbox running in 
Matlab. Simulation results obtained using an accurate and realistic computer model 
are demonstrated in section 4.2.6. 
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4.2.1. Tapping mode AFM system model 

The model used in this part of the chapter on controlling the vertical axis of  
an AFM stage is based qualitatively on the numerical model in [VAR 08] that was 
built for simulating a tapping mode AFM. The complete system in [VAR 08] can be 
redrawn as in Figure 4.2 for control purposes. The scanning probe is vibrated at  
the frequency of 221 kHz. The excitation signal is adjusted to maintain a free air 
amplitude of 45 nm and the Q factor is set to 79. The reason for the selection of this 
Q will be explained later. 
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Figure 4.2. (a) AFM system model in classical control where r is the set amplitude of the 
probe vibration, y is the actual amplitude, u is the control signal in volts, z is the scanner’s 
vertical motion in nanometers, and d is the surface topography; (b) the uncertainty in the 

linear scanner model; and (c) the uncertainty in the linear probe model 

The interaction forces between the tip and the sample surface change the 
amplitude of vibration in tapping mode AFM. Since it is desired to keep these 
interaction forces unchanged, it is necessary to keep the amplitude of the probe’s 
vibration unchanged. This is achieved by controlling the distance between the  
tip and the surface by feeding back this amplitude. This is also called constant  
force scanning. Thus, the probe works like a sensor of interaction forces such that 
the input is the distance, and the output is the amplitude of the vibration as shown  
in Figure 4.1. 
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However, the probe block in Figure 4.2a is not linear. The nonlinearities are  
due to the attractive and repulsive regimes of the interaction forces, the probe 
indentation into the sample, and so on [VAR 08]. The reader should note that all of 
these factors are present in the model that is used for simulations here. It is observed 
during numerical simulations that the probe shows a quite linear behavior for input 
signals greater that 10 nm with an approximate DC gain of unity. For those sizes of 
the inputs, the dynamics can be characterized by a first-order filter due to the sharp 
90 degrees phase transition observed at around 3 kHz. The nonlinearities occur such 
that the DC gain converges to 2 and the dynamics become oscillatory in the order of 
2 for closer proximity of the tip to the surface. 

We do not want to be concerned with the probe’s dynamics at this moment as 
our aim is to improve the bandwidth of the scanner’s vertical axis motion, which 
typically lies within the 1–40 kHz frequency band. That is why the Q value is 
chosen to be low. Therefore, we neglect the uncertainties described in Figure 4.2c in 
the linear analysis and assume a static P(s) = 1 model for the probe dynamics since 
we will discuss the areas satisfying that condition. Note that robust handling of  
the probe nonlinearities can be achieved using the disturbance observer method 
presented in section 4.3. 

Different from [VAR 08], the stage dynamics is chosen as that of a piezotube 
actuator here, as given in [OHA 95]. The transfer function of the piezotube’s vertical 
axis motion is given in equation [4.1] where the input is the driving voltage and the 
output is the displacement along the z-axis in meters. 

pt
2 10

( ) 158.7
( ) 1328 1.763 10z

z s
V s s s

=
+ + ×

 [4.1] 

The model in [OHA 95] is derived by curve fitting up to the first mode resonance 
frequency. The higher frequencies involve uncertainties as is most often the case 
when a high-order system is modeled using a reduced order representation. 

The controller block is designed to keep the output of the feedback loop at the 
reference value, which is the set amplitude of the probe’s vibration. The amplitude  
is calculated by RMS conversion after 10 oscillations of the probe. The amplitude 
sensor dynamics are usually of the order of MHz. So, it is safely taken as a static 
gain in the numerical model. 

It is clear from Figure 4.2 that the surface topography is considered as a 
disturbance that should be rejected. The scanner’s motion along the z-axis is 
recorded while performing the scan operation, thereby obtaining a record of the 
surface topography also. The complicated AFM system in [VAR 08] is viewed as  
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a very common and well-known control problem with some assumptions made on 
the sensor probe and the piezotube actuator. These assumptions lead to simple linear 
models with uncertainty and the need to use a robust controller.  

4.2.2. Repetitive control basics 

The repetitive control structure is shown in Figure 4.3 where Gn is the  
nominal model of the plant, ∆m is the normalized unstructured multiplicative model 
uncertainty, WT is the multiplicative uncertainty weighting function, and τd is the 
period of the periodic exogenous signal. q(s) and b(s) are filters used for tuning  
the repetitive controller. Repetitive control systems can track periodic signals very 
accurately and can reject periodic disturbances very satisfactorily. This is due to the 
fact that the positive feedback loop in Figure 4.4 is a generator of periodic signals 
with period τd for q(s) = 1. A low-pass filter with unity DC gain is used for q(s) for 
robustness of stability [HAR 88] and [WEI 97]. 

 

Figure 4.3. Repetitive contolled system 

 

Figure 4.4. Modified repetitive control system 
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The repetitive controller design involves the design of the two filters q(s) and 
b(s) in Figure 4.3. In the frequency domain, the ideal low-pass filter q(jω) would be 
unity in the frequency range of interest and zero at higher frequencies. This is not 
possible and q(jω) will have negative phase angle which will make q(jω) differ  
from unity, resulting in reduced accuracy. To improve the accuracy of the repetitive 
controller, a small time advance is customarily incorporated into q(s) to cancel out 
the negative phase of its low-pass filter part within its bandwidth. This small time 
advance can easily be absorbed by the much larger time delay τd corresponding to 
the period of the exogenous input signal and does not constitute an implementation 
problem. 

The main objective of the usage of the dynamic compensator b(s) is to improve 
the relative stability, the transient response, and the steady-state accuracy in 
combination with the unity DC gain low-pass filter q(s). Consider the function of 
frequency given by: 

( )( ) ( ) 1 ( )
1 ( )

G jR q j b j
G j
ωω ω ω
ω

⎡ ⎤
= −⎢ ⎥+⎣ ⎦

 [4.2] 

which is called the regeneration spectrum in [SRI 91]. According to the same 
reference, R(ω) < 1 for all ω is a sufficient condition for stability. Moreover,  
R(ω) can be utilized to obtain a good approximation of the locus of the dominant 
characteristic roots of the repetitive control system for large time delay, thus 
resulting in a measure of relative stability, as well. Accordingly, the compensator 
b(s) is designed to approximately invert G/(1+G) within the bandwidth of q(s) in an 
effort to minimize R(ω). The dynamic compensator b(s) can be selected as only a 
small time advance or time advance multiplied by a low-pass filter to further 
minimize R(ω). To make R(ω) < 1, the time advance in the filter b(s) is chosen to 
cancel out the negative phase of G/(1+G). This small time advance can easily be 
absorbed by the much larger time delay τd corresponding to the period of  
the exogenous input signal and does not constitute an implementation problem 
(Figure 4.4). 

The q(s) and b(s) filters are thus expressed as: 

q
p( ) ( )e sq s q s τ=  [4.3] 

b
p( ) ( )e sb s b s τ=  [4.4] 

The time advances, τq and τb, are first chosen to decrease the magnitude of  
R(ω) given in equation [4.2]. Then, the design focuses on pairs of chosen parameters 
in qp(s) or bp(s) to satisfy a frequency domain bound on the mixed sensitivity 
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performance criterion. If L denotes the loop gain of a control system, its sensitivity 
and complementary sensitivity transfer functions are: 

1
1

S
L

=
+

 [4.5] 

1
LT

L
=

+
 [4.6] 

The parameter space design, presented in the following aims at satisfying the 
mixed sensitivity performance requirement: 

S T S T1 or 1 forW S W T W S W T ω
∞

+ < + < ∀  [4.7] 

where WS and WT are the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity function weights. 
The loop gain of the repetitive control system seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are given by: 
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The mixed sensitivity design requires: 
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or equivalently equation [4.10] to be satisfied for all ω. 

S T( ) ( ) ( ) 1 ( )W W L j L jω ω ω ω+ < +  [4.10] 

4.2.3. Mapping mixed sensitivity specifications into controller parameter space 

A repetitive controller design procedure based on mapping the mixed sensitivity 
frequency domain performance specification given in equation [4.10] with an 
equality sign into the chosen repetitive controller parameter plane at a chosen 
frequency is described here. Consider the mixed sensitivity problem given in Figure 
4.5 illustrating equation [4.10] with an equality sign (called the mixed sensitivity 
point condition). Apply the cosine rule to the triangle with vertices at the origin, −1 
and L in Figure 4.5, to obtain: 

( ) ( )2 2 2
S T( ) ( ) ( ) 1 2 ( ) cos LW W L j L j L jω ω ω ω ω θ+ = + +  [4.11] 
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Figure 4.5. Illustration of the point condition for the mixed sensitivity 

Equation [4.11] is quadratic in | ( )|L jω  and its solutions are: 
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L j
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θ ω ω ω
ω

ω

− + ± ∆
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−
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where: 

2 22
M S T S T( ) cos ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) cos 1L LW W W Wω θ ω ω ω ω θ∆ = + + − −  [4.13] 

Only positive and real solutions for |L| are allowed, that is, ∆M ≥ 0 in equation 
[4.12] must be satisfied. A detailed explanation of the point condition solution is 
given in [DEM 10]. 

4.2.4. Repetitive control features of COMES 

COMES toolbox is a graphical user interface (GUI) for the routines of four 
different control approaches [DEM 09]: classical control (lead, lag, PID, and so on), 
preview control, model regulator control, and repetitive control, which are coded as 
Matlab M-files. The repetitive control design module of the COMES toolbox is used 
for determining the parameter space regions corresponding to chosen frequency-
domain criteria. The solution technique is based on mapping a frequency domain 
mixed sensitivity bound into the chosen repetitive controller parameter plane as 
explained in the previous section. The procedure leads to graphical solution regions 
in 2D plots for each design specification. A screenshot from the repetitive control 
design module of COMES is shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6. GUI of the repetitive control module of COMES 

First, the plant specifications are introduced. Second, the sensitivity and 
complementary sensitivity weights are introduced for a range of discrete frequency 
values. Then, the controller specifications such as the fundamental or the harmonics 
of the repetitive signal and the number of grid points for the θ sweep in Figure 4.5 
are entered. The q filter, which is a second-order low-pass filter with unity DC gain 
as described previously, is entered parametrically in terms of a00 and a01. Then  
the compensator b is entered as presented previously as well. Finally, the low- 
pass filter parameters are calculated numerically by the COMES and the solution 
region satisfying the design criteria is plotted in the parameter space. Having 
repeated this calculation by updating the sensitivity specifications and the controller 
specifications for each frequency, new solution regions are plotted on the same 
plane. The overall solution region satisfying all the design criteria is the intersection 
of these regions, which is shown with color filling. The q filter parameters are then 
chosen by the user within the solution region. 

The frequency plots of sensitivity, complementary sensitivity, loop gain, and the 
regeneration spectrum can be observed for convenience using the “Sensitivity Plots” 
pane. The aim of COMES is to provide a user-friendly toolbox with an interactive 
GUI that lets all necessary calculations run smoothly in the background while the 
user can focus on analyzing the graphical results. 
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4.2.5. Robust repetitive controller design using the COMES toolbox 

The point condition solution is implemented using the repetitive control module 
of the COMES toolbox. The design specifications are determined as in Figure 4.7,  
as good tracking (nominal performance) at low frequencies, mixed sensitivity at 
intermediate frequencies, and robust stability at high frequencies where unstructured 
multiplicative uncertainties of the piezotube exist. No performance specification  
is required near the resonance since the system is not operated at those frequencies. 

The weights WS and WT are determined for arbitrary frequencies inside the 
regions in Figure 4.7 as shown in Table 4.1. The design is based on a periodic signal 
with a fundamental frequency of 200 Hz, hence the repeating period is 0.005 s. 

 
Figure 4.7. Design specifications for the repetitive controller 

Having determined the design specifications in Table 4.1, the filter b(s) is 
designed as in [4.14], and q(s) is chosen to be in the form of [4.15]. The parameters 
a00 and a01 in [4.15] must be appropriately selected from the parameter space  
to satisfy the design specifications given in Figure 4.7 and Table 4.1. The solution 
regions of the point condition on the parameter space are plotted in Figure 4.8 for 
each frequency given in Table 4.1. The intersection of those regions is color filled 
and an arbitrary point somewhere near the center of this intersection is selected to 
determine a00 and a01 that are given in [4.16]. 

7 2 14 18
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8 4
00 013.8882 10 ; 2.9133 10a a= × = ×  [4.16] 

Finally, time advances 6
b =6.268×10 sτ −  and 5

q =7.5×10 sτ −  are calculated to 

compensate for the phase lags introduced by q(s) and ( ) ( ) / [1 ( )]b s G s G s+  as shown 
in Figure 4.9. 

f = k/τd (Hz) k WS WT 

200 1 500 0 
400 2 250 0 
600 3 115 0 
800 4 60 0 
1,000 5 40 0 
3,000 15 3 0.02 
4,000 20 1.9 0.02 
5,000 25 1.45 0.02 
6,000 30 1.25 0.05 
7,000 35 1.1 0.05 
50,000 250 0 0.2 
60,000 300 0 0.2 
70,000 350 0 0.2 

Table 4.1. Weights for controller design (τd = 0.005 which is the period  
of the repetitive signal) 

 
Figure 4.8. Solution regions of the point condition 
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Figure 4.9. Compensation of the phase lag by time advance 

4.2.6. Simulation results for the vertical direction 

Numerical simulations are used to evaluate the repetitive controller designed 
for the vertical axis of the piezotube-based AFM. A square wave input of 40 nm 
height at 200 Hz is assumed to be the surface topography being scanned. The 
result obtained using a well-tuned PI controller for the vertical motion of  
the piezotube is illustrated in Figure 4.10a and the error is shown in Figure 4.10b. 
The oscillations occur due to the insufficient bandwidth of the system as was 
mentioned earlier. 

Figure 4.11a illustrates the scan simulation under repetitive control instead of the 
PI controller and the corresponding error is shown in Figure 4.11b. Apparently, the 
scan obtained with the repetitive controller is better than the PI after the first two 
periods. The error is smaller at the moments of disturbances (step changes in surface 
topography) and so is the control effort as a consequence. 

Another important factor in constant force scanning is the size of the interaction 
forces between the probe’s tip and the sample surface. Large forces are not 
convenient to avoid probable damage on the tip and the sample, especially when the 
sample is made of organic matter like a biological specimen. The comparison of  
the interaction forces with the PI and the repetitive controller are demonstrated in 
Figure 4.12. After the first period, the forces are reduced considerably both on the 
flat parts of the steps and at the moments of disturbances when more control effort is 
needed. 
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Figure 4.10. Illustration of the scan with PI control (a) and  the error on the probe’s 

oscillation amplitude (b) 
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Figure 4.11. Illustration of the scan with repetitive control (a) and the error on the probe’s 

oscillation amplitude (b) 
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Figure 4.12. Illustration of the interaction forces in the case of PI control (a) and the same 

forces in the case of repetitive control (b) 

4.3. MIMO disturbance observer control of the lateral directions 

To illustrate different possible robust control methods that can be applied to 
AFM axes of motion, a disturbance observer is applied to the lateral scanning  
axes of a piezotube-based AFM in this section. Piezoelectric materials are widely 
used to obtain accurate motion of its axes, offering sub-nanometer precision.  
Tube-shaped piezoelements are commonly used as actuators because they are  
very good manipulators with their compact design, three degrees of freedom, low  
cost, and good properties for control purposes like stability, fast response, high 
bandwidth, and high precision. However, they also present undesired behavior  
like hysteresis, creep, thermal drift, and coupled motion of their axes [MOH 08], 
[DEV 07]. In particular, this coupled motion of the axes requires special attention 
when a piezoelectric tube actuator is used as a scanner for an AFM as it results in 
inaccuracies in absolute positioning and causes image distortions. 

It is observed for most of the piezotubes that there is a coupling between the  
x- and y-axes, due to the inevitable eccentricity of the inner and outer cylinders of 
the tube as shown in Figure 4.13, which occurs during manufacturing. Moreover, 
there is a cross-coupling between the lateral and the vertical axes (not discussed 
here) which causes imaging inaccuracy when large areas are scanned. A piezostack 
actuated stage can be used as the nanopositioner instead of a piezotube to reduce  
the coupling effects [SAL 02]. However, it needs more complicated and expensive 
mechanical design to obtain three degrees-of-freedom motion. This complicated 
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mechanical design may result in highly coupled motion of the axes while offering 
higher bandwidth [DON 07].  

 
Figure 4.13. x and y are the theoretical axes of motion whereas 1 and 2 are the actual  

axes of motion, the difference being caused by the eccentricity of the inner  
and the outer walls of the tube 

Previous work has been carried out in [TIE 04], [TIE 05] to compensate for the 
errors caused by the cross-coupling using inversion-based iterative control approach. 
However, the undesired motion in the lateral axes caused by the coupling between 
the x- and y-directions remains, as it causes image distortions in the x–y plane and 
prevents absolute positioning for all sizes of the scan area. 

[DAN 99] published their work that handles the lateral coupling problem by  
a MIMO controller with lateral feedback where a particular controller is designed 
for the ramp-type input signals used for triangular scan motion only. A more recent 
work is presented by Yong et al. [YON 10] on the lateral coupling problem of a 
piezostack actuated stage by using H∞ controller design. 

In fact, the coupling between the lateral axes has been customarily compensated 
for by introducing a variety of correction polynomials after an open-loop calibration 
process for commercial AFMs, rather than by using the above-mentioned control 
solutions. In this section, we propose a different method by offering an add-on 
digital control unit with an embedded algorithm that uses the MIMO disturbance 
observer control method of [AKS 10], for canceling the coupling between the  
lateral axes x and y of a piezotube by designing appropriate filters. One of the  
main contributions of the use of this control strategy is that the primary scans  
and iterations, which are not practical when manipulation of a particle instead of 
imaging of a surface is the case, are not necessary for learning purposes before 
imaging. Besides, this control strategy is not restricted to a certain type of input 
signal and hence can be used for motion profiles that have non-repetitive and/or 
unbiased trajectories. Moreover, the decoupling controller system proposed here  
is easy to tune. 
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An accurate model of the piezoelectric tube actuator is needed as a pre-requisite 
for control analysis and design. Previous work on linear models for ideal uncoupled 
lateral motion of the piezotube actuator has been published in [RAT 05] and an 
analytical model has been derived in [OHA 95]. A coupled analytical model has also 
been published in [RIF 01]. A fast, robust nanopositioning application has been 
treated in [LEE 09] using a two controller degrees-of-freedom LMI-based controller. 

In this section, a MIMO model is used for the controller design. This MIMO model 
has been derived experimentally and contains the coupling effects between the  
lateral axes, as well. The organization of the rest of the section is as follows: in section 
4.3.1, the experimental setup and the model of the quartered piezotube for lateral 
dynamics are given, whereas section 4.3.2 presents the basics and analysis of the 
MIMO disturbance observer algorithm used. In section 4.3.3, the design of a suitable 
controller and experimental results are given for the controlled and uncontrolled 
motions of the piezotube. The chapter ends with concluding remarks in section 4.4. 

4.3.1. The piezotube and the experimental setup 

The structure in Figure 4.14 is a custom built system where infrared sensors 
(Sharp GP2S60) are placed on the x- and y-axes for feedback. The infrared light is 
reflected from the body of the tube (Figure 4.1) onto a phototransistor output, which 
is a reflective photointerrupter with emitter and detector facing the same direction in  
a molding that provides non-contact sensing. It also blocks visible light to minimize 
false detection. The piezotube is placed on a granite plate to protect it against 
environmental vibrations. It is manipulated by a digital controller using the analog to 
digital converter (ADC), digital to analog converter (DAC), and a processor mounted 
on the digital control unit. A schematic representation of the system is sketched  
in Figure 4.15a and the corresponding picture of the setup is shown in Figure 4.15b. 
The calibration free decoupling algorithm (the MIMO disturbance observer) runs on 
the add-on digital control unit as shown in Figure 4.15a. The piezotube is placed in an 
acoustic enclosure to protect the whole AFM process against environmental sounds. 

 
Figure 4.14. Piezotube placed on granite with optical sensors measuring  

x- and y-axes motion 
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Figure 4.15. (a) Schematic diagram and (b) the picture of the experimental  

setup and the hardware 

The dynamical behavior of the piezotube can be characterized as a well- 
known mass-spring-damper system, thanks to its structure. The sampling rate is 
1 kHz because of the hardware conditions and discrete methods are used for system 
identification, analysis, and control. The whole system is modeled as given in 
equations [4.17]–[4.22]. The input is the digital value corresponding to the voltage 
output of the 18-bit DAC such that a unit increment equals 7.63 × 10−5 volts. 
Similarly, the output is the digital value corresponding to the voltage input of  
the 16-bit ADC such that a unit increment equal to 2.9 × 10−4 volts corresponds  
to a 10 nm displacement. The amplifier gain for the high voltage applied to the 
electrodes is 10. 

The transfer functions in [4.19]–[4.22] are calculated by least squares curve 
fitting over the time responses of the system to various test signals, as they represent 
the direct throughputs and the undesired coupling effects, respectively. Note that the 
denominators of the direct throughputs [4.19] and [4.20] are essentially the same as 
expected because they arise from the same mechanical system. The denominators in 
the coupling effect transfer functions [4.21] and [4.22] are slightly different which is 
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due to the fact that the coupled motion is small. Therefore, their estimation is not as 
accurate as in [4.19] and [4.20]. This situation does not constitute any problem since 
the coupling dynamics are only a measure of the model uncertainties to be robustly 
handled by the controller, and the direct throughput functions are essentially used 
for the controller design. 
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Figure 4.16. (a) Frequency response from x to x, (b) frequency response from x to y.  

Similar plots are obtained from y to y and y to x as a function of applied field 
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Superimposed plots of the frequency responses of the piezotube and the model 
functions, which are obtained from the frequency sweep up to 200 Hz and impulse 
responses, respectively, are given in Figure 4.16. 

4.3.2. MIMO disturbance observer 

The MIMO disturbance observer algorithm used for calibration free decoupled 
motion is presented in this section. The disturbance observer is a two degrees-of-
freedom control system inside the control unit that makes an uncertain plant  
behave like its nominal or desired model. It also has excellent disturbance rejection 
properties. The coupling caused dynamics on a certain axis of the piezotube is 
treated as model uncertainty here and the MIMO disturbance observer is used to 
decouple the lateral axes of scanning. Consider plant P with multiplicative model 
error Wm∆m and external disturbance d. Note that the “y” term in the equations from 
[4.23] to [4.34] in the following discussion is the general output of the control 
system, not the y-axis. The input–output relation is expressed as follows: 

n m m( ( ))y Pu d P I W u d= + = + ∆ +  [4.23] 

where Pn is the nominal (or desired) model of the plant. P and Pn are square transfer 
function matrices of dimension two here and I is the identity matrix of dimension 
two. Pn is chosen as a non-singular and diagonal matrix as follows: 

n1
n

n2

0
0

P
P

P
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 [4.24] 

The aim of the disturbance observer is to obtain: 

n ny P u=  [4.25] 

as the input–output relation which is called model regulation. Model regulation will 
allow the individual piezoelectric tube scanning axes to be decoupled as the desired 
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model Pn in [4.25], with Pn1 and Pn2 in [4.24] being the decoupled x- and y-axes 
transfer functions, respectively. Doing this, we can achieve the desired response 
from the plant, that is, the x- and y-axes of the piezoelectric tube. The diagonal form 
of the transfer function matrix in the nominal model is critical for decoupling 
purposes since the original MIMO problem is divided into two independent SISO 
problems with this choice. 

The extended error is defined by putting the external disturbance and the model 
uncertainty together and reformulating [4.23] as follows: 

n m m n n m m( ( )) ,y P I W u d P u e e P W u d= + ∆ + = + = ∆ +  [4.26] 

which can be re-expressed as: 

ne y P u= −  [4.27] 

The effect of the extended error in [4.26] can be canceled using the following 
control law: 

1 1
n n n nu u P e u P y u− −= − = − +  [4.28] 

which achieves the model regulation aim in [4.25]. 

However, 1
n1P−  and 1

n2P−  required when calculating the inverse of Pn in [4.28] are 
not causal and hence cannot be implemented. Therefore, we pre-multiply it by a 
low-pass filter Q in the following form: 

1

2

0
0

Q
Q

Q
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 [4.29] 

to make the diagonal elements of the 2 × 2 matrix 1
nQP− , namely Q1/Pn1 and Q2/Pn2 

causal. 

Including the sensor noise as well, y + n is used instead of y for the actual output 
signal and the new control law becomes: 

1
n n ( )u u QP y n Qu−= − + +  [4.30] 

The block diagram of the above-mentioned control scheme is shown in  
Figure 4.17. 

With this approach, two independent SISO loops can be designed with the 
nominal models Pni and the Qi filters with the above choice of [4.24] and [4.29] 
where i=1, 2. Usually, un is chosen to be a triangular wave on one axis while it is a 
ramp on the other axis to provide the raster scan motion. 
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Figure 4.17. MIMO disturbance observer architecture 

4.3.3. Disturbance observer design for the piezotube and experimental results 

Note the following relation of the control scheme in Figure 4.17 between its 
inputs and output. 

1 1 1 1 1 1
n n n[ ( ) ] [ ( ) ( ) ]y I P I Q QP P I Q u d P I Q QP n− − − − − −= + − − + − −  [4.31] 

Using [4.31] and some manipulations, the input–output relation from un to y is as 
follows: 

1 1 1
n

n
[( ) ]y I Q P QP

u
− − −= − +  [4.32] 

The expression in [4.32] is equal to P when Q=0 and is equal to Pn when Q=I, 
which shows that model regulation is perfect for Q=I, the 2×2 identity matrix. 
Similarly, the input–output relation from d to y is: 

1 1 1
n n[( ) ]y I P I Q QP P QP

d
− − −= − − +  [4.33] 

and that is equal to the zero matrix when Q=I, which means perfect disturbance 
rejection. In addition to that, the input–output relation from n to y is: 

1 1 1 1 1
n n[ ( ) ] [ ( ) ]y I P I Q QP P I Q QP

n
− − − − −= − + − −  [4.34] 
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Equation [4.34] is equal to the zero matrix when Q=0, which means perfect 
sensor noise rejection. 

Since our aim is to decouple the motion along the lateral axes, the nominal 
models can be chosen such that n1 xxP G=  and n2 yyP G=  as given in [4.35]. 

n1 2
0.0057

1.502 0.9331
P

z z
−

=
− +

 

 [4.35] 

n2 2
0.0044

1.499 0.9286
P

z z
=

− +
 

Considering the results above, Qi, for i=1, 2 are chosen to be low-pass filters 
with unity DC gain which provide model regulation and disturbance rejection at low 
frequencies and sensor noise rejection at high frequencies. Basically, 1 2Q Q=  and 
the poles are placed at 100 Hz and 120 Hz as in [4.36]. Thus, the frequencies within 
the operating frequency range of the piezotube, which is below its resonant 
frequency, are covered and the rest are filtered out. Figure 4.18 demonstrates the 
frequency response plots of n1P , n2P , and 1,2Q . 

2
0.247

1.004 0.251iQ
z z

=
− +

 [4.36] 

 
Figure 4.18. Frequency response plots of the Pn1, Pn2, and Q1,2 designed for the piezotube 

The corresponding difference equations are embedded into the digital control 
unit to implement the loop in Figure 4.17 using the designed filters. The following 
tests are carried out to see the results of the controlled and the uncontrolled cases. 
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Figure 4.19 demonstrates the decoupling ability of the MIMO disturbance observer 
controller for a step input in the x-direction. Although this input results in undesired 
coupled motion in the y-direction in the uncontrolled case, this undesired effect 
vanishes in the controlled case as illustrated in the experimental response of  
Figure 4.19. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the motion of the piezotube when 
rectangular and circular trajectories, respectively, in the x–y plane are desired. It is 
seen from Figure 4.20 that the rectangular trajectories are not coincident in the 
uncontrolled case. This is due to the hysteresis effect that is revealed significantly  
on the y-axis, which causes each rectangle to appear shifted on y (i.e. 2 in the 
coupled case, Figure 4.13). Besides, the x- and y-axes motions are rotated due to  
the eccentricity of the piezotube. Note that the simulation model represents the 
rotation of the axes (i.e. the coupling), but not the shifting of the rectangles because 
the hysteresis effect is not governed by this model. However, in the controlled case, 
the rectangles are not rotated thanks to the decoupled motion of the lateral axes  
and they are all coincident as desired. This shows that the undesired hysteresis  
effect is also handled by the MIMO disturbance observer successfully, as well as the 
coupling problem. 

 
Figure 4.19. Responses of the x- and y-axis in (a) the uncontrolled and (b) the controlled 

cases for a step input only on x 
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Figure 4.20. Rectangular motion of the piezotube on x–y plane in (a) the uncontrolled  
and (b) the controlled cases 
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Figure 4.21. Circular motion of the piezotube on x–y plane in (a) the uncontrolled  

and (b) the controlled cases 

The performance of the method is tested by a circular motion in the x–y plane, 
and the results are shown in Figure 4.19. In the uncontrolled case, it is seen that  
the center is not at the origin (zero) because of the hysteresis effect and the  
circles are shifted on y (i.e. 2 in the coupled case, Figure 4.13). However, the circles 
are just as desired in the controlled case. Here, the speed of the circular motion  
is 10 Hz. 

An illustration of a sample scan is presented in Figure 4.22 to emphasize the 
difference between the coupled and the uncoupled imaging. The sample is artificially 
created on the computer as having square steps on its surface. The artificial sample 
surface consists of 550 × 550 points. A usual scan motion is experimented on the 
piezotube such that it is moved back and forth on x, while small steps advances are 
used on y. 

The surface height (z position) corresponding to each x and y position of the 
piezotube are recorded for the illustration of the controlled and the uncontrolled 
cases. The results are plotted in 3D. It is seen from the figure that the image is 
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distorted because of the coupling in the uncontrolled case. In addition, the heights of 
the square steps seem to be larger than they really are. Because the piezotube scans a 
smaller area than it should due to the hysteresis on y, the appearance of that area is 
stretched out during the imaging process (Figure 4.22). 

 
Figure 4.22. Illustration of an artificial sample surface imaging in (a) the uncontrolled  

and (b) the controlled cases 

4.4. Concluding remarks 

Robust control methods for the vertical and the lateral axes of a piezotube 
actuator used in an AFM were presented in this chapter. Control of the piezotube in 
the vertical axis and the lateral axes was treated separately to present two different 
approaches. Repetitive control was presented in combination with the vertical 
direction and MIMO disturbance observer control was presented in combination 
with the lateral axes. Simulations based on a realistic model were used to illustrate 
the results for the vertical axis and experiments were used for illustrating the results 
for the lateral axes. The COMES toolbox was used in both cases to fine tune the 
controller parameters (not shown here in the disturbance observer case for the sake 
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of brevity) to satisfy mixed sensitivity-type performance specifications. The results 
presented demonstrate the applicability of these control techniques to AFM control. 
Note that the disturbance observer can be applied to the vertical axis also. Similarly, 
repetitive control can be applied to the lateral axes, preferably after MIMO 
disturbance observer compensation for better performance.  

It is seen from the experimental results for the lateral axes that the MIMO 
disturbance observer works well for calibration free decoupling purposes. Hence, 
neither correcting factors nor pre-defined polynomials are required to avoid the 
distorted images. In addition, calibration of the absolute displacement of the axes  
is no longer necessary since they are forced to obey a nominal model and the  
desired response is pre-defined in that model. Therefore, the authors conclude that 
absolute positioning can be offered by having feedback on the orthogonal axes using 
appropriate sensors and controller hardware installed in the electronics of the 
conventional AFM. 

Besides AFM imaging, the cancelation of the coupling of the axes is very 
important for manipulation of objects using a piezotube. In this case, the piezotube 
can be considered as a flexible robot arm where the motion along its axes is 
controlled satisfactorily by utilization of the MIMO disturbance observer algorithm 
in the digital control unit.  
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